We have to build both, because you can’t separate them. We are leaders in this specialized engineering and construction field because of our experienced professional staff. We have a precision team, because our organization is noted for its creative engineering, in its contract work, in its R&D and in its superb employee relations.

C&R designs and builds chemical plants, principally in the organic and polymer fields. For example, we are currently building complete facilities for ABS, PVC, polyethylene, synthetic rubber, chlorine, insecticides and petrochemicals.

Our people are proud of the outstanding profit sharing program that reflects a decade of solid achievement. If you would like to join a growing organization with good opportunities for advancement, and your major field of study is in Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, or Instrumentation Engineering, you are invited to speak with our representatives who will visit your campus on

MONDAY, DECEMBER 4

Crawford & Russell

INCORPORATED

ENGINEERING • DESIGN • CONSTRUCTION

Stamford, Connecticut

C&R is within a half hour or less, by car, of most parts of the New York area, just minutes from Exit 7, Connecticut Turnpike.